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TAIPEI CITY, TAIWAN, February 25, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- AAEON, an

industry leader in Edge Computing

solutions, announces the SRG-3352C

Compact Edge IoT Gateway System.

The SRG-3352C brings reliable, cost

effective gateway operations with

expandability and wireless

communication support designed to

quickly deploy edge networks in a

variety of environments.

The SRG-3352C builds upon the

features, durability and reliability of the

SRG-3352 Edge IoT Gateway System

with expanded support for more

connections and wireless

communications. All of this is packed

into a compact form factor that makes

deploying the SRG-3352C even easier,

powering more flexible edge network

deployments.

The SRG-3352C is powered by the Arm® Cortex-A8 800 MHz RISC processor. This innovative

processor reduces the energy requirements of the system, allowing for a more efficient system

to help save electricity costs. While powerful enough to connect edge networks together, the low

energy usage can help cities with achieving green energy goals, and even allow the system to

operate on solar power or batteries. It also eliminates the need for dedicated heatsinks, allowing

the system to operate in wider temperatures, from 0°C up to 60°C without loss in performance.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.aaeon.com/en/ni/press-release-srg-3352c


The SRG-3352C is designed to provide a great value and cost-effective platform not only with

initial investment, but also in long term costs. With rugged design and Arm processor, the

system provides stable and reliable operation, reducing maintenance needs. To connect from

edge to cloud, the SRG-3352C features built in Wi-Fi, as well as support for 3G/4G LTE and NB-IoT

to help reduce bandwidth costs.

The SRG-3352C is designed to provide a flexible platform for connecting with a wide range of

edge nodes and sensors. Built in connections include two COM ports, two USB 2.0 ports, two

Gigabit Ethernet ports, and an RS-232/422/485 expansion slot for Digital I/O, Isolation RS-485,

CANBus, Zigbee and IO-Link wireless support. For more flexible installation, optional mounting

kits including din-rail and VESA mounts make it even easier to deploy the SRG-3352C where it’s

needed most. The SRG-3352C is compatible with popular cloud services including AWS, Azure,

and Arm Pelion, or can be configured to work with a customer’s own cloud platform.

AAEON offers customers total end-to-end support to deploy their edge networks, from hardware

like the SRG-3352C and SRG-3352 to helping build and design edge networks from the ground

up. AAEON also offers customization and OEM/ODM services to help build the edge network

solution customers need.

________________________________________________________________________________________

About AAEON 

Established in 1992, AAEON is one of the leading designers and manufacturers of industrial IoT

and AI Edge solutions. With continual innovation as a core value, AAEON provides reliable, high-

quality computing platforms including industrial motherboards and systems, rugged tablets,

embedded AI Edge systems, uCPE network appliances, and LoRaWAN/WWAN solutions. AAEON

also provides industry-leading experience and knowledge to provide OEM/ODM services

worldwide. AAEON also works closely with cities and governments to develop and deploy Smart

City ecosystems, offering individual platforms and end-to-end solutions. AAEON works closely

with premier chip designers to deliver stable, reliable platforms, and is recognized as an

Associate member of the Intel® Internet of Things Solutions Alliance, as well as an NVIDIA®

Preferred Partner. For an introduction to AAEON’s expansive line of products and services, visit

www.aaeon.com.
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EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable
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